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Welker Wanderings Quarterly Newsletter

In this issue:

Product Spotlight: Welker Servo Lifters & Slides
Sales Spotlight: Terry Beltrano
New Product Release: UB2 Compact Shot Pin

Product Spotlight: Welker Servo Lifters & Slides
Welker introduces a new line of electrically actuated
slides and lifters that deliver precise repeatability and
huge cost savings. The efficiency of electric systems
deliver up to a 90% cost savings over air driven
components. Servo actuators eliminate the need for air
lines, valves, switches, hoses, air filter/regulators,
compressors, and maintenance costs associated with
pneumatic systems. The initial investment of electric
components is typically recaptured within the first year
of operation.
Robust and durable, Welker servo slides and lifters
provide precise multi-positioning, ideal for multiple models running in the same assembly
line. Round-way slides and lifters feature lube-free composite bearings and hard chrome
shafts; no way covers are required even in harsh environments. Servo actuators are also
offered on rolling element rail slides and single/double axis shim positioners.
Welker continues to expand its innovative product offerings with the introduction of servo
actuated slides and lifters, keeping pace with manufacturing trends toward energy
efficient, sustainable, and cleaner technologies. Click image for more info.

Sales Spotlight: Terry Beltrano
Meet Terry Beltrano, Welker sales/process engineer
and product technical support for Canada. A resident
of Ontario, Terry is a Certified Manufacturing Engineer
with over 20 years experience managing, launching
and troubleshooting automation. He has a
background in program management and assembly
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and food processing fields. Terry’s customers enjoy
the benefits of consulting, engineering and production
floor support. He’s been very busy riding the wave of manufacturing growth across
Canada - Go Terry!

New Product Release: UB2 Compact Shot Pin
Welker Shot Pins have become an industry standard, used in over
one million successful applications. The new UB2 is the smallest,
shortest square ram offering in the Gold Line series. Available in 25,
50, and 75mm stroke lengths, the UB2 is ideal for use as a retractable
locating pin or straight acting clamp in applications where space is
limited. Anti-rotate ram is electrically insulated from the body and resistant to corrosion
and weld spatter. Multiple NAAMS compatible hole patterns options are offered. Durable
steel & aluminum construction, requires no lubrication and minimal maintenance. Safety
orange steel shroud protects seal from weld spray. The UB2 is the lowest cost, lightest
weight full feature shot pin available. Click image for more info.

Upcoming Trade Shows
Welker will be at Fabtech in Chicago, November 18-21, booth #N2871. Check out our new
products and say hello!
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